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The degree distribution is an important characteristic of complex networks. In
many data analysis applications, the networks should be represented as fixed-
length feature vectors and therefore the feature extraction from the degree
distribution is a necessary step. Moreover, many applications need a similarity
function for comparison of complex networks based on their degree distributions.
Such a similarity measure has many applications including classification and
clustering of network instances, evaluation of network sampling methods, anomaly
detection, and study of epidemic dynamics. The existing methods are unable
to effectively capture the similarity of degree distributions, particularly when
the corresponding networks have different sizes. In this paper, we propose a
feature extraction method and a similarity function for the degree distributions
in complex networks. We propose to calculate the feature values based on the
mean and standard deviation of the node degrees in order to decrease the effect
of the network size on the extracted features. Experiments on a wide range of
real and artificial networks confirms the accuracy, stability, and effectiveness of

the proposed method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Degree distribution is an important and informative
characteristic of a complex network [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Degree
distribution is also a sign of link formation process in the
network. The degree distribution of complex networks
often follows a heavy-tailed distribution [6, 7, 8, 9, 18],
but networks still show different characteristics in their
degree distributions. Hence, we frequently need an
appropriate similarity function in order to compare the
degree distribution of the complex networks. Such a
similarity function plays an important role in many
network analysis applications, such as evaluation of
network models [1, 2, 19, 5, 7, 16], evaluation of
sampling methods [9, 20, 11, 21, 22], model selection
[23, 24, 25], classification or clustering of network
instances [3, 12, 24, 25, 23], anomaly detection [26, 27],
and study of epidemic dynamics [28, 29, 30]. For
example, in evaluation of sampling algorithms, the
given network instance is compared with its sampled
counterpart in order to ensure that the structure of the
degree distribution is preserved [9, 20, 11, 21, 22, 12].
In addition to the need for network comparison,

representing the network as a fixed-size feature vector
is also an important step in every data analysis
process [23, 24, 25]. In order to employ the
degree distribution in such applications, a procedure
is needed for extracting a feature vector from the
degree distribution. The extracted feature vector
is also useful in developing a distance function for
comparing two degree distributions. Although there
exist accepted quantification methods for many network
features (e.g., average clustering coefficient, modularity,
and average shortest path length), the quantification
and comparison of the degree distribution is not
a trivial task. We will show that the existing
methods have major weaknesses in feature extraction
and comparison of networks, particularly when the
considered networks have different sizes. Even if no
network comparison is required, feature extraction from
the degree distributions has independent applications.
For example, data-analysis algorithms require the
network features, including the degree distribution, to
be represented as some real numbers in the form of a
fixed-length feature vector [23, 12, 24, 25].

According to the mentioned applications for the
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demanded similarity function, two degree distributions
are regarded similar if the corresponding networks
follow similar connection patterns and similar link
formation processes, even if the networks are of different
scales. The state of the art approaches for comparing
degree distributions are eye-balling the distribution
diagrams (usually, to satisfy a heavy-tailed distribution)
[2, 7, 13], Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [6, 8, 9, 31,
32, 33], comparison based on fitted power-law exponent
[13, 34], and distribution percentiles [24]. Eyeballing is
obviously an inaccurate, error-prone and manual task.
Comparison based on power-law exponent is based on
the assumption that the degree distributions obeys a
power-law, which is invalid for many complex networks
[10, 35, 36, 37]. KS-test is based on a point-to-point
comparison of the cumulative distribution function,
which is not a good approach for comparing networks
with different ranges of node degrees. Percentile
method is too sensitive to the outlier values of node
degrees. As a result, the existing methods are actually
inappropriate for comparing the degree distribution of
networks.
In order to reveal the limitations of the existing

methods and the main ideas of our proposed
method, Figure 1 and Figure 2 provide intuitive
examples of networks with different sizes over time.
Figure 1 illustrates the degree distribution of two
citation networks and two collaboration (co-authorship)
networks which are extracted from CiteSeerX digital
library [38]. The networks represent two snapshots in
the years 1992 and 2010. For example, Citation 1992
represents the graph of citations in the papers of the
CiteSeerX repository which are published before 1992.
The figure shows two similar distributions for the two
citation networks (resembling a power-law distribution)
and two similar distributions for the two collaboration
networks (similar to log-normal model). Obviously,
the degree distributions of the citation networks are
dissimilar to those of the collaboration networks. The
existing similarity functions are unable to capture
such similarity and dissimilarity in the shape of the
degree distributions appropriately. For example, the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test will return the least similarity
between the two citation networks, the power-law
exponents are uninformatively different for the four
networks, and the percentile quantification method
[24] returns an equal vector for all the four networks.
Although the shape of the degree distributions in
this example clearly reveals the similarity of the
networks, in many situations the similarity of the
degree distributions are not that obvious. Therefore,
we need an automatic method for feature extraction
and/or quantified network comparison using the degree
distributions. It is worth noting that many real
networks do not follow a specific distribution model
such as the power-law or log-normal models. As a
result, fitting the degree distribution to some predefined
distribution models is not a good approach for feature
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FIGURE 1: Degree distribution of four network
snapshots. Although the degree distribution in all of
these networks have a long tail, the degree distributions
of the two citation networks are similar to each other
and different from those of the collaboration networks.

extraction or comparison of the networks.

As another example, Figure 2 shows the degree
distribution of the citation networks, extracted from
the same CiteSeerX repository for different snapshots
from 1990 to 2010. These networks have become
bigger over years, with 191,443 nodes (papers) in
1990 and 1,039,952 nodes in 2010. Although all the
networks show similar degree distributions, the bigger
networks contain a wider range of node degrees. As the
network size increases, maximum node degree, average
degree, and standard deviation of the node degrees
also increase. As a result, it seems that a degree
distribution should be normalized according to its mean
and deviation so that the comparison of the networks
with different scales become valid. We follow this
idea in our proposed methods of feature extraction
and comparison of the network degree distributions.
In our proposed “feature extraction” method, a fixed-
length feature vector is extracted from the degree
distribution, which can be used in data analysis
applications, data-mining algorithms and comparison of
degree distributions. In the “comparison method”, we
propose a distance function that computes the distance
(amount of dissimilarity) between two given network
degree distributions. With such a distance function,
we can figure out how similar the given networks are,
according to their degree distributions.

Although our proposed approach is of general nature
and equally applicable to other network types, in this
paper we focus on simple undirected networks. In
the rest of this paper, our proposed method is called
“Degree Distribution Quantification and Comparison
(DDQC)”. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: In section 2, we briefly overview the related
works. In section 3, we propose a method for degree
distribution quantification and comparison. In section
4, we evaluate the proposed method and we compare it
with baseline methods. Finally, we conclude the paper
in section 5.
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FIGURE 2: Degree distribution of a citation network
over different times. As the network grows, the
maximum, average and deviation of the node degrees
also increase.

2. RELATED WORKS

The degree distribution of many real-world networks
are heavy tailed [6, 7, 8, 9, 18], and the power-law
distribution is the most suggested model for complex
networks [4, 6, 8]. In power-law degree distribution the
number of nodes with degree d is proportional to d−γ

(Nd ∝ d−γ) where γ is a positive number called “the
power-law exponent”. The value of γ is typically in
the range 2 < γ < 3 [2, 39, 36]. The fitted power-
law exponent can be used to characterize graphs [34].
A common approach for feature extraction from the
degree distribution is to fit it on a power-law model and
estimate the power-law exponent (γ). As a result, it
will be possible to compare networks according to their
fitted power-law exponents. One of the drawbacks of
this approach is that power-law exponent is too limited
to represent a whole degree distribution. This approach
also follows the assumption that the degree distribution
is power-law, which is not always valid, because many
networks follow other degree distribution models such
as log-normal distribution [10, 35, 36, 37]. In addition,
the power-law exponent does not reflect the deviation
of the degree distribution from the fitted power-law
distribution. As a result, two completely different
distributions may have similar quantified feature (fitted
power-law exponent).
An alternative approach for comparing the degree dis-

tributions is to utilize statistical methods of probability
distribution comparison. Degree distribution is a kind
of probability distribution and there are a variety of
measures for calculating the distance between two prob-
ability distributions. In this context, the most common
method is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, which is
defined as the maximum distance between the cumula-
tive distribution functions (CDF) of the two probabil-
ity distributions [6]. KS-test is used for comparing two
degree distributions (two-sample KS test) [9, 31] and
also for comparing a degree distribution with a base-
line (usually the power-law) distribution [6, 10, 40, 41].
The KS distance of two distributions is calculated ac-
cording to Equation 1, in which S1(d) and S2(d) are
the CDFs of the two degree distributions, and d in-
dicates the node degree. KS-test is largely utilized in

the literature for comparing degree distribution of com-
plex networks [6, 8, 9, 31, 32, 33]. KS-test is a method
for comparing the degree distributions and calculating
their distance, and it does not provide feature extrac-
tion mechanism. As a result, we should maintain the
CDF of the degree distributions so that we can compare
them according to KS-test. This is a drawback of KS-
test since in other investigated approaches the degree
distribution is summarized in a small fixed-length fea-
ture vector. Additionally, the KS-test is not applicable
in data analysis applications that rely on feature vector
representation of networks. KS-test is also sensitive to
the scale and size of the networks, since it performs a
point-to-point comparison of CDFs. Therefore, for two
networks with different ranges of node degrees, the KS-
test may return a large value as their distance even if
the overall views of the degree distributions are similar
(refer to Figure 2).

distanceKS(S1, S2) = max
d

|S1(d)− S2(d)| (1)

Janssen et. al., [24] propose an alternative method
for feature extraction from the degree distribution. In
this method, the degree distribution is divided into eight
equal-size regions and the sum of degree probabilities in
each region is extracted as distribution percentiles. This
method is sensitive to the range of node degrees and also
to outlier values of degrees. We recall this technique as
“Percentiles” and we include it in the set of the baseline
methods, along with “KS-test” and “Power-law” (the
power-law exponent) in order to evaluate our proposed
distance metric which is called “DDQC”.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

The degree distribution of a network is described in
Equation 2 as a probability distribution function. The
equation shows the probability of node degrees in the
given graph G, in which D(v) is the degree of node v,
and P (d) is the probability that the degree of a node
is equal to d. Based on our observations in networks
of different sizes, we propose a method for feature
extraction and comparison of the degree distributions.
In this method, a vector of eight real numbers is
extracted from the degree distribution. A distance
function is also suggested for comparing the feature
vectors. In order to reduce the impact of the network
size on the extracted features, we considered the mean
and standard deviation of the degree distribution in the
feature extraction procedure. Equation 3 and Equation
4 show the mean and standard deviation of the degree
distribution respectively.

According to Equation 5, for any network G, we
divide the range of node degrees into four regions
(R(r), r = 1..4). The regions are defined based on the
mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum of
node degrees. Equation 6 shows the length of each
region (|R(r)|), in which left(R) indicates the lower-
bound (minimum degree) in region R and right(R) is
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its upper-bound. As Equation 7 shows, each region is
further divided into two equal-size intervals (I(i), i =
1..8). Although it is possible to consider more than
two intervals in each region, our experiments showed
that considering more than two intervals per region
results in no considerable improvements in the accuracy
of the distance metric. Equation 8 defines the “interval
degree probability” (IDP ) which shows the probability
that the specified interval I includes the degree of
a randomly chosen node. We have defined eight
intervals in the degree distribution (four regions and two
intervals per region), and the degree distribution can
be quantified based on the IDP of the eight intervals.
Equation 9 shows the final quantification (feature-
vector) of the degree distribution. The proposed feature
extraction method can be utilized in network analysis
applications which rely on feature extraction and/or
comparison of network degree distributions.

P (d) = P (D(v) = d); v ∈ V (G) (2)

µ =

Dmax∑
d=Dmin

d× P (d) (3)

σ =

√√√√ Dmax∑
d=Dmin

P (d)× (d− µ)2 (4)

R(r) =


[
Dmin, µ− σ

]
r = 1[

µ− σ, µ
]

r = 2[
µ, µ+ σ

]
r = 3[

µ+ σ,Dmax

]
r = 4.

(5)

|R(r)| = max
(
right

(
R(r)

)
− left

(
R(r)

)
, 0
)

(6)

I(i) =

{ [
left(R(⌈ i

2
⌉)), left(R(⌈ i

2
⌉)) + |R(⌈ i

2
⌉)|

2

]
i is odd[

left(R(⌈ i
2
⌉)) + |R(⌈ i

2
⌉)|

2
, right(R(⌈ i

2
⌉))

]
i is even

(7)

IDP (I) = P (left(I) ≤ D < right(I)) (8)

Q(G) = ⟨IDP (I(i))⟩i=1..8 (9)

After the feature extraction phase, we can compare
the degree distribution of two networks G1 and
G2 according to their quantified feature vectors.
We propose the Equation 10 for comparing two
degree distributions. This equation compares two
networks based on their corresponding feature vectors
(Qi values). Intuitively, d(G1, G2) compares the
corresponding interval degree probabilities of the two
networks and sums their differences. Equation 10 is
a distance function for degree distribution of networks,
and it is the result of a comprehensive study of different
real, artificial and temporal networks.

d(G1, G2) = distance(G1, G2) =

8∑
i=1

|Qi(G1)−Qi(G2)|

(10)

4. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed method. In
subsection 4.1, we describe different network datasets
which are used in our evaluations. In subsection 4.2, we
describe the evaluation criteria and in subsection 4.3, we
compare our proposed method with baseline methods.

4.1. Datasets

In our problem setting, we aim a distance function
that given the degree distribution of two networks,
calculates how similar they are. But what does this
“similarity” mean for degree distributions? What
benchmark is available for evaluating such a distance
function? For evaluating different distance metrics,
an approved dataset of networks with known distances
of its instances is sufficient. Although there is no
such an accepted benchmark of networks with known
“distance values”, there exist some similarity witnesses
among the networks. For evaluating different distance
metrics, we have prepared two network datasets with
admissible similarity witnesses among the networks of
these datasets:

• Artificial Networks. We generated a dataset
of 6,000 labeled artificial networks using six
different models. The utilized models are network
generation methods for synthesizing graphs that
resemble the topological properties of real-world
networks. We considered six models in the
evaluations: Barabási-Albert [5], Erdős-Rényi [42],
Forest Fire [7], Kronecker model [16], random
power-law [17], and Small-world (Watts-Strogatz)
model [19]. Each evaluation scenario consists
of 100 iterations of network generation and the
average of the evaluation results of the 100
iterations are reported. In each iteration 60
networks are generated using the six models (10
networks per model). As a result, the evaluations
on the artificial networks includes the generation
of a total of 6,000 network instances using different
parameters. The number of nodes in generated
networks ranges from 1,000 to 5,000 nodes with the
average of 2,936.34 nodes in each network instance.
The average number of edges is 13,714.75. In
this dataset, the models are the witnesses of the
similarity: The networks generated by the same
model follow identical link formation rules, and
their degree distributions are considered similar.
The networks of this data-set are further described
in the Appendix A, along with an overview of the
selected models.

• Real-world Networks. We have collected a
dataset of 33 real-world networks of different
types. The networks are selected from six
different network classes: Friendship networks,
communication networks, collaboration networks,
citation networks, peer to peer networks and graph
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of linked web pages. The category of networks is
a sign of similarity: networks of the same type
usually follow similar link formation procedures
and produce similar degree distributions. So,
when comparing two network instances, we expect
the distance metric to return small distances
(in average) for networks of the same type
and relatively larger distances for networks with
different types. The “real-world networks” data-
set is described in the Appendix A, along with the
basic properties and the source of its members.

We assume that the category of the networks in
the artificial and real datasets is a sign of their
similarity. Networks of the same type follow similar
link formation procedures and produce networks with
similar structures. Although it is possible for two
different-class networks to be more similar than two
same-class networks, we assume that the overall
“expected similarity” among networks of the same class
is more than the expected similarity of different-class
networks. This definition of the network similarity
which is based on the network types is frequently
utilized in the literature [23, 24, 25, 43, 44, 45, 46].

4.2. Evaluation Criteria

In the section 4.1, we described our two network
datasets and we introduced different signs and witnesses
of similarities among networks of these datasets. We
can consider these witnesses in the evaluation of the
proposed method. In this subsection, we describe
the criteria that we utilized in order to evaluate the
proposed method.
The accuracy of the K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN)

classifier [47] is the first investigated evaluation
criterion. The KNN rule is a common method for
classification. It categorizes an unlabeled example by
the majority label of its k-nearest neighbors in the
training set. The performance of KNN is essentially
dependent on the way that similarities are computed
between different examples. Hence, better distance
metrics result in better classification accuracy of KNN.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of different distance
functions, we employ them in KNN classification and
we test the accuracy of this classifier. This evaluation
is performed for both labeled datasets of real-world and
artificial networks. As Equation 11 shows, in a dataset
of labeled instances, the KNN-accuracy of a distance
metric d is the probability that the predicted class of an
instance is equal to its actual class, when the distance
metric d is used in the KNN classifier. In classification
of artificial networks, the models (e.g., Barabási-Albert
andWatts-Strogatz) are the network classes. In the case
of real networks, the network types (e.g., collaboration
and citation networks) play the role of the classes.

KNN -Accuracy(d) = P (KNN -Classifyd(x) = class(x)),

x ∈ dataset (11)

Precision-at-K (P@K) criterion [48, 49] is another
metric which is described in Equation 12. P@k is

defined to be the average number of classmates in the k
nearest neighbors of an instance, divided by k. In other
words, P@K for a given network is the mean fraction
of instances of the same model in its k most similar
networks. P@K is dependent on the distance metric
d that is utilized for computing the distances among
the instances, therefore, an accurate distance function
results in a high P@K.

P@K(d) =
E(c)

k
; c = count(m),m ∈ KNNd(x) and

class(m) = class(x), x ∈ dataset (12)

An appropriate distance metric should return smaller
distances for networks of the same class. In this context,
Dunn Index [50] is a suitable measure for comparing the
inter/intra class distances. For any partition setting U ,
in which the set of instances are clustered or classified
into c groups (U ↔ X = X1∪X2∪...∪Xc), Dunn defined
the separation index of U as described in Equation 13
[50]. Dunn index investigates the ratio between the
average distance of the two nearest classes (Equation
14) and the average distance between the members of
the most extended class (Equation 15).

DI(U) = min︸︷︷︸
1≤i≤c

{ min︸︷︷︸
1≤j≤c

j ̸=i

{ δ(Xi, Xj)

max︸︷︷︸
1≤k≤c

{∆(Xk)}
}} (13)

δ(S, T ) = δavg(S, T ) =
1

|S||T |
∑

x∈S,y∈T

d(x, y) (14)

∆(S) =
1

|S| · (|S| − 1)

∑
x,y∈S,x ̸=y

d(x, y) (15)

4.3. Evaluation Results

In this subsection, we evaluate our proposed method
based on the described criteria, and we compare it with
baseline methods. It is also worth noting that the
evaluation results in the artificial networks are more
stable and reliable than those of the real networks
dataset. This is because the artificial networks provides
a large set of networks (6000 instances) while the real
networks dataset provides only 33 networks.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the KNN evaluation
in the artificial and real network datasets respectively.
In these evaluations, KNN rule is performed with
different values of k from 1 to 10, and the average KNN
accuracy is computed. Figure 5 and Figure 6 present
the results of KNN evaluation for different values of k.
The average KNN accuracy is also displayed separately
for different classes in Figure 7 and Figure 8. As the
figures show, the proposed method results in the best
KNN accuracy among the baseline methods. Although
in some few cases DDQC is not the top method (e.g.,
in classification of the citation networks in the real
networks dataset), DDQC is undoubtedly the most
accurate method in general, in all of the presented
evaluation scenarios.
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FIGURE 3: Average KNN accuracy in artificial
networks dataset (for K=1..10). DDQC outperforms
baseline methods by more than 20 percent with respect
to average KNN accuracy in this dataset.
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FIGURE 4: Average KNN accuracy in real networks
dataset (for K=1..10). DDQC shows the best KNN
accuracy in this dataset.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the average P@K for
K=1..10 in the networks of artificial and real network
datasets respectively, according to different distance
metrics. As both the figures show, the proposed method
outperforms all the baseline methods with respect to the
average P@K measure.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 illustrate the Dunn index

for different network distance functions in artificial
and real network datasets respectively. The proposed
method shows the best Dunn index among the baseline
methods.
Another interesting characteristic of the proposed

method is its stability for large networks. When a
network grows, its degree distribution should stabilize,
tending to the real distribution of the network. In this
sense, degree distribution measurements may capture
invariant features to the size of the network. Figure 13
and Figure 14 show the stability analysis for different
methods in artificial and real networks respectively.
In these figures, the bold line shows average distance
among the networks of the same class, and the dotted
line shows the average distance among all of the
networks. In this experiment, we have also included
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FIGURE 5: KNN accuracy in artificial networks
dataset for different values of k. DDQC outperforms
baseline methods in all values of k in this dataset.
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FIGURE 6: KNN accuracy in real networks dataset
for different values of k. DDQC performs better than
baseline methods in most values of k.

smaller networks (with 100 to 1000 nodes) in the
artificial networks dataset. The evaluations show that
as the size of the network grows, our proposed method
(DDQC) and the Percentiles method tend to become
more stable, particularly for networks with more than
1000 nodes.

In the last experiment, we investigate the integration
of the degree distribution features with other network
features, such as clustering coefficient and assortativity.
In this experiment, we represent the networks with
feature vectors that not only include the degree
distribution features, but also some other important
features that reflect the structural characteristics of
complex networks. Then, we utilize supervised machine
learning algorithms in order to classify the networks
of the artificial and real network datasets using the
integrated feature vectors. The aim of this experiment
is to find the degree distribution features that best
improve the accuracy of the classifier. Along with
the degree distribution features, we consider four
well-known network features: 1- “Average clustering
coefficient” [19] reflects the transitivity of connections.
2- “Average path length” [3] shows the average shortest
path between any pair of nodes. 3- The “assortativity”
measure [51] shows the degree correlation between pairs
of linked nodes . 4- “Modularity” [52] is a measure for
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FIGURE 7: KNN accuracy in artificial networks
dataset for different network models. DDQC
outperforms the baseline methods in most of the
models.
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FIGURE 8: KNN accuracy in real networks dataset for
different network types. DDQC performs better than
baseline methods for most of the network types.

quantifying community structure of a network. When
a network is represented with a feature vector of these
four properties, we call the feature vector “Features”.
We consider three other feature vector representations
in which the degree distribution features are also
considered: “Features+Powerlaw” adds the fitted
power-law exponent, “Features+Percentiles” includes
the eight percentile features and “Features+DDQC”
adds our proposed features of degree distribution.
Since Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) does not provide a
feature extraction method, we do not consider it in
this experiment. We used Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [53] as the classification method with 10-fold
cross-validation. SVM performs a classification by
mapping the inputs into a high-dimensional feature
space and constructing hyperplanes to categorize the
data instances. We utilized Sequential Minimal
Optimization (SMO) [53] which is a common method
for solving the optimization problem. Figure 15 shows
the accuracy of the classifier based on the described
four versions of the feature vectors in the artificial
networks dataset. Figure 16 shows the result of the
same experiment for the real networks dataset. As both
the figures show, among the feature extraction methods
for degree distribution, our proposed method results in
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FIGURE 9: Average P@K in artificial networks dataset
(for K=1..10). DDQC outperforms the baselines by
more than 18 percent with respect to P@K in this
dataset.
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FIGURE 10: Average P@K in real networks dataset
(for K=1..10). DDQC shows a higher Dunn index
compared with other alternatives in this dataset.

the best classifier. In other words, our proposed method
extracts the most informative features from the degree
distribution that can improve the accuracy of network
classification.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method for quantification
(feature extraction) and comparison of network
degree distributions. The aim of “quantification” is
extracting a fixed-length feature vector from the degree
distribution. Such a feature vector is used in network
analysis applications such as network comparison.
The “network comparison” is performed by returning
a real number as the distance between two degree
distributions. The distance is the counterpart of
“similarity” and larger distances indicate less similarity.
The degree distribution is an indicator of the link
formation process in the network. Similarly evolving
networks have analogous degree distributions and we
derive the similarity of degree distributions according to
the similarity of link formation process in the networks.
For deriving the amount of similarity of networks, we
introduced admissible witnesses for network similarity:
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FIGURE 11: Dunn index for different distance metrics
in artificial networks dataset. DDQC outperforms the
baseline by more than 16 percent with respect to Dunn
index in this dataset.
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FIGURE 12: Dunn index for different distance metrics
in real networks dataset. DDQC performs at least 16
percent better than the alternatives with respect to
Dunn index in the real networks dataset.

Similarity among the networks in two categories (same-
type real networks and same-model artificial networks).
We assume the networks in each of these categories have
similar degree distributions. This assumption is the
base of our evaluations for different degree-distribution
distance metrics. Our proposed method, named DDQC,
outperforms the baseline methods with regard to its
accuracy in various evaluation criteria. The evaluations
are performed based on different criteria such as the
ability of the similarity metric to classify networks and
comparison of inter/intra class distances. Although
the integration of other network features (such as
assortativity and modularity) improves the accuracy
of the network similarity function, a similarity metric
which is only based on the degree distribution has
independent and important applications.
Our proposed method enables the data analysis

applications and data mining algorithms to employ the
degree distribution as a fixed-length feature vector.
Hence, it is now possible to represent a network
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FIGURE 13: Stability of different methods with respect
to the network size in artificial networks dataset. The
horizontal axis shows the considered network size. The
vertical axis shows the average distance of the networks.
The bold lines show the average distance for networks
of the same class, and the dotted lines show the average
distance for all of the networks. The figures show that
DDQC and Percentiles methods become more stable
when we consider larger networks. Particularly, DDQC
shows stable distances for networks with more than
1000 networks.
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FIGURE 14: Stability of different methods with respect
to the network size in real networks dataset. The
horizontal axis shows the considered network size
(logarithmically scaled with base 10). The vertical
axis shows the average distance of the networks. The
bold lines show the average distance for networks of
the same class, and the dotted lines show the average
distance for all of the networks. The figures show that
Percentiles and DDQC methods show more stability
when we consider larger networks
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FIGURE 15: SVM classification accuracy in artificial
networks dataset. Our proposed method results in
features that produces the best classifier.
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FIGURE 16: SVM classification accuracy in real
networks dataset. Our proposed method results in
features that produces the best classifier.

instance with a record of features (including clustering
coefficient, average path length and the quantified
degree distribution) and use such records in data
analysis applications. As the future works, we will
combine different network features along with the
quantified degree distribution in an integrated distance
metric for complex networks. Such an integrated
distance metric will be the main building block of our
future research in evaluation and selection of network
models and sampling methods.
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APPENDIX A. OVERVIEW OF ARTIFI-
CIAL AND REAL-WORLD
NETWORK DATASETS

In this appendix, we briefly describe the utilized
network datasets of this research. The “artificial
networks” dataset consists of a total of 6,000 networks,
which are synthesized using six generative models.
The selected models are some of the important
and widely used network generation methods which
cover a wide range of degree distribution structures.
The models are described in the following, along
with their configuration parameters in generation of
“artificial networks” dataset. The values of the model
parameters are selected according to the hints and
recommendations of the cited original papers, along
with a concern of keeping the number of network
edges balanced for different models. The datasets are
available upon request.

• Barabási-Albert model (BA). This is the classi-
cal preferential attachment model which generates
scale free networks with power-law degree distribu-
tions [5]. In this model, new nodes are incremen-
tally added to the graph, one at a time. Each new
node is randomly connected to k existing nodes
with a probability that is proportional to the de-
gree of the available nodes. In the artificial net-
works dataset, k is randomly selected as an integer
number from the range 1 ⩽ k ⩽ 10.

• Erdős-Rényi (ER). This model generates com-
pletely random graphs with a specified density [42].
Network density is defined as the ratio of the exist-
ing edges to potential edges. The density of the ER
networks in the artificial networks dataset is ran-
domly selected from the range 0.002 ⩽ density ⩽
0.005.

• Forest Fire (FF). This model, in which edge
creation is similar to fire-spreading process,
supports shrinking diameter and densification
properties along with heavy-tailed in-degrees and
community structure [7]. This model is configured
by two main parameters: Forward burning
probability (p) and backward burning probability
(pb). For generating artificial networks dataset, we
fixed pb = 0.32 and selected p randomly from the
range 0 ⩽ p ⩽ 0.3.

• Kronecker graphs (KG). This model generates
realistic synthetic networks by applying a matrix
operation (the kronecker product) on a small ini-
tiator matrix [16]. The model is mathematically
tractable and supports many network features in-
cluding small path lengths, heavy tail degree dis-
tribution, heavy tails for eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors, densification, and shrinking diameters over
time. The KG networks of the artificial networks
dataset are generated using a 2 × 2 initiator ma-
trix. The four elements of the initiator matrix are
randomly selected from the ranges: 0.7 ⩽ P1,1 ⩽

0.9, 0.5 ⩽ P1,2 ⩽ 0.7, 0.4 ⩽ P2,1 ⩽ 0.6, 0.2 ⩽ P2,2 ⩽
0.4.

• Random power-law (RP). This model follows a
variation of ER model and generates networks with
power law degree distribution [17]. This model is
configured by the power-law degree exponent (γ).
In our parameter setting, γ is randomly selected
from the range 2.5 < γ < 3.

• Watts-Strogatz model (WS). The classical Watts-
Strogatz small-world model synthesizes networks
with small path lengths and high clustering [19].
It starts with a regular lattice, in which each node
is connected to k neighbors, and then randomly
rewires some edges of the network with rewiring
probability β. In WS networks of the artificial
networks dataset, β is fixed as β = 0.5, and
k is randomly selected from the integer numbers
between 2 and 10 (2 ⩽ k ⩽ 10).

Table A.1 describes the graphs of the “real-
world networks” dataset, along with the category,
number of nodes and edges, and the source of these
graphs. Most of these networks are publicly available
datasets. Two temporal networks (Cit CiteSeerX and
Collab CiteSeerX) are extracted from CiteSeerx digital
library [38], using a web crawler software tool.
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